2011 chevy impala headlight

Chevrolet Impala owners have reported problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Impala based on all problems reported for the
Impala. Rear blind spot system failed, causing most electrical systems to also fail. Headlights,
wipers, rear cross traffic, speedometer, instrument cluster, inconsistent gas pedal operation.
See all problems of the Chevrolet Impala. Its has not dried in the sun or driving with headlights
on. Its causing that light not to illuminate as bright as the driver side. Tl the contact owns a
Chevrolet Impala. The contact stated she noticed that water was entering the driver's and the
passenger's side headlight housings and causing the illumination to be reduced. The vehicle
was taken to local dealer nimnicht Chevrolet located at cassat Ave, jacksonville, FL , , where
she was informed the mechanic needed to drill holes into each headlight housing to allow for
the water to properly drain from the headlight housings. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer had been informed of failure. The failure mileage was approximately 44, Low beam
headlight keeps going out every 2 weeks, not blowing bulbs just stops working. Have cleaned
connectors several times, wore gloves when changing bulb and checked fuse. The front
headlights go out every few months I've already had to replace lights 3 times in one year. Side
section doesn't work light on mirror is constantly on today every light on the dash was on the
headlights were flashing on and off while driving down the road none of the gauges worked no
heater controls or heat was not working the air bag light is on all service reminders came up on
the display the radio also doesn't work traction control and stabilitrac doesn't work!! The
headlights are so dim that I can drive with the high beams on and on coming vehicles ever flash
their headlights high beam are as bright as the low beams should be. This is extremely
dangerous with this poor lighting. While driving headlights would not come on, nothing is
working. Both low beam headlights quit working while driving the vehicle. Consumer writes in
regards to poor performance of vehicle. The consumer stated the left front side low beam was
not lighting. The bulb was replaced. The headlights on my Impala have some sort of
discoloration inside the headlight assembly it's beginning to block the amount of lumens
coming through for my lights to see. I'm certain this is a safety concern because they were
designed to put out a certain number of lumens for night driving and now they aren't. My low
beam headlights quit working. Passenger side low beam headlights goes out every two weeks. I
have had everything done still stop working. Also abs system continues to light up and brakes
act up. While driving at night, the contact was alerted by a police trooper that the passenger
side headlight was not illuminated. The contact stated that each time the headlight bulb was
replaced, it continued to fail. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was not
taken to a dealer or an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was not
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 3, Headlights do not illuminate the
road properly at night time, especially at dusk. The reflector inside the housing does not have
sufficient reflectability to produce the appropriate beam. The housing relies solely on the bulb
to produce sufficient lighting. I have tried several halogen bulbs and led bulbs to see better at
night while driving and not one bulb vs. Another makes much difference. The housing is just
not designed to produce a realistic beam of light for safe travel down the roadway. The
peripherals are okay, but even the use of the high beam function does not supply adequate
lighting down the roadway to see any better. Some kind of electrical issue I'm guessing. Can be
dangerous and getting pulled over for it by the police is not fun. The driver's side low beam
headlight burns out after a short period of time within a few days up to less than a week. I have
replaced the bulb multiple times within a short period. Also, replaced the wire harness and it
still burns out the bulb. Low beam headlights quit working driving in the city , traction control
and engine loss of power lights came on and car shut down while driving down the interstate
doing 70 mph. Door locks malfunction and quit working. This has happened to many times.
Affraid to let the wife drive it to work because it has shut down quite a few times. The contact
stated that the transmission failed. When the contact entered an intersection, the vehicle stalled
without warning. There was no warning indicator illuminated. The contact was able to coast the
vehicle onto the road shoulder. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic who
diagnosed that the planetary gear failed. The mechanic rebuilt the transmission and repaired the
vehicle. The manufacturer was contacted and stated that the vehicle's warranty was expired.
The contact also stated that the low beam headlights failed to illuminate on July 12, The
headlights were not replaced. The dealer was not contacted. The failure mileage was 41,
Headlights do not light up the road on right side, cannot see road, curbs or pedestrians when
turning. Projection system, dealer says nothing wrong, very dangerous at night especially in the
rain. They need to fix projection system to cover right side of vehicle. Many complaints on the
web regarding this issue. The contact owns a Chevrolet Impala. While driving 20 mph at night,
the headlights failed to illuminate at a distance. The failure made it impossible to see more than

five feet in front of the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed and
repaired. The headlights were adjusted higher; however, the lights still failed to illuminate at a
distance in front of the vehicle. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was approximately 1, While driving 30 mph, the headlights turned off and on. The
contact made an appointment with mike smith Buick GMC s transit rd, lockport, NY , for
diagnostic testing. The contact stated that the failure first occurred last year. The dealer
diagnosed that there was an electrical failure, and the wires were burnt and corroded. The
contact stated that the electrical wiring harness was replaced. The manufacturer was notified by
a letter that was mailed by the contact, but no response was received. The failure mileage was
approximately 39, Hello, I am requesting to investigate the design of headlights in Chevrolet
Impala v6 lt. The design of headlights and its housing for this car never provide clear side views
of the road in front of the car. Currently, the focus of both the headlights when turned on stays
in the middle of the road ahead which makes the side view of the road ahead of the car unclear.
Both the headlights' focuses merge at the centre of the road ahead. It makes to take a turn very
difficult at night. I have tried putting halogen, hids, led bulbs into my car's headlight but none of
the bulbs could provide the clear view. I had taken the car to a local Chevrolet dealer recently
and the technician said that housing of the bulbs are designed such way that car will never give
a clear view of both sides of the road ahead. I have recently visited a local Chevrolet dealer to
check if the similar issue exists in newer vehicles, dealership confirmed that design of the
headlights and their housing is the same and has changed in last few years. I have attached a
photo of my car from inside when I was driving at night. Even though I had put the lumen led
bulbs in my car which originally had halogen bulbs factory installed and are less bright than the
led bulbs. I want to have a safety inspection of cars of this particular make and model and its
headlight design. Thanks and regards, madhur. Headlights shine only halfway up the windshield
and cover only a few car lengths ahead. No visibi. Ity at all to the sides. Cannot see when
making turns. Vehicle was moving on rural roads and state highway. Hid headlights are very
poor, returned to dealer numerous times, was told they are working as intended. While driving
at night changing from low to high beam can't tell any difference!. Tl-the contact owns a
Chevrolet Impala. The contact stated that while stationary, the low beam headlights
malfunctioned. The contact stated that the headlights would not come on when prompted. The
vehicle was taken to be repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The failure
mileage was , When starting from a stop the car jerks as if the transmission is trying to catch up
and it feels like you've been hit from behind. It's an on and off problem but it happens in the rain
and is dangerous the dealer changed the trans oil and it still does it. Next the car goes into
"reduced engine power" and "service stabilitrak" while driving and will not let me finish my
highway drive safely, no one at the dealer can help with this except to say it will cast a lot of
money to fix. Headlights constantly burn out and I bought expensive lights last time and one is
already burnt out. What happened to gm??. The contact stated that the headlights on the
vehicle were not illuminating properly to guide her while driving the vehicle during night. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer but was not diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was 5,
The contact stated that the headlights needed to be replaced weekly. The contact stated that
corrosion built up around the bulb, which caused it to fail often. The vehicle was not diagnosed
nor repaired. The headlights no longer work. High beams and low beams both work, but the
regular headlights are no longer in service under any circumstance. Now, the low beams go on
when the headlights used to go on. When I drive at night, I am forced to keep on the high
beams. This has been the case for the last 2 weeks. It never had a problem like this before. It
started right around the time the vehicle reached , miles driven. While driving various speeds at
night, the headlights flickered and powered off without warning. The vehicle was not diagnosed
or repaired. The headlights on this model do not provide enough coverage for night driving. The
beam does not spread to see the side of the roads or project far enough ahead to give you
enough visibility at higher speeds. The dealer says they meet government standards. I don't
drive this car at night because of this issue. It is hard to do in the winter when it gets dark so
early in the evening. The hid headlight beam of the Chevrolet Impala lt is very poor. The beam of
light in the low setting provides no illumination to the sides of the road, forward illumination is
marginal. I contend that when the Impala lights are on the high or "bright" setting it is
comprabale to the low beam setting in my Impala. In moderate to heavy weather, rain, sleet,
snow the headlights offer no assistance, driver is navigating blind, can not even see the lines
on the road. I live and drive primarily in a rural area, along with the weather conditions there are
many wildlife hazards. I have experienced several close encounters with wildlife and two
impacts, one with a deer causing substantial damage to my car. I simply can not see anything
until it is directly in front of the car. It is in my judgement these headlights are unsafe not only
for the occupants of the vehicle, but others sharing the roads with the vehicle. Headlights

flicker, driving down the road and parked. Also battery drains every year. Car Problems.
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Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting problems.
Headlight Switch problems. Turn Signal problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light Switch
problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Hazard
Flashing Warning Light problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit problems. The Chevy Impala leaves
the plant with the headlights properly aligned to meet your state's laws and regulations. While
Chevrolet recommends you leave the headlight adjustment on your Chevy Impala to a certified
repair shop, any do-it-yourself fan can adjust the headlights. Prepare your Chevy Impala so it
matches your normal operating standards. Whether you carry 15 tons of extra weight in your
trunk or you drive with your tires slightly over-inflated, you want to match the driving conditions
you typically experience. Park the car on a level surface 10 to 15 feet away from a flat screen or
wall. Turn on the headlights and check the trajectory on the flat surface. The headlights need to
angle slightly down so you don't blind oncoming drivers. Pop the hood and locate the
adjustment screw. Unlike other sedans, the Chevy Impala only has vertical adjustment screws.
You can find the adjustment screws near the headlight assembly. You may want to remove the
air baffle to see the adjustment screws. Turn the vertical adjustment screw until the trajectory
path hits the flat surface in the appropriate area. If you can't get the screws to turn with a
Phillips screwdriver, Allen wrench or Torx set, gently turn the screws with a pair of pliers. This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit
your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1
Prepare your Chevy Impala so it matches your normal operating standards. Step 2 Park the car
on a level surface 10 to 15 feet away from a flat screen or wall. Step 3 Pop the hood and locate
the adjustment screw. Tips If oncoming cars keep flashing their lights at you when you drive
with your headlights on low, it typically indicates the trajectory path for your headlights aims
too high. To adjust the horizontal trajectory for your headlights, you may need to correct a bent
frame or shim the headlight assembly. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part.
Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Impala Headlight.
Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Sort by:. Part Number: C Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: CQ. Part Number: A1R Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 15 of 15 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th Feb 15, Thank you! First time shopper. Super fast shipping, item exactly as
described. Christi Adamo. Purchased on Feb 06, Feb 13, Felipe Mojica. Purchased on Feb 01,
Great company. Flawless im so deeply thankful for ur company its aweso
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me i told 5 friends and they ordered already from you thank you guys awesome job. Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights
Fortunately, there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also
some driving habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check
out these tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only
you and your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the
Different Types of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent
lights used in older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights
Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons
why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

